TekInvaderZ is a global information technology, consulting and outsourcing company.

Here are few requirements usually my clients will be having on regular basis. Please do go through them.

**.NET REQUIREMENT**
- Basic Knowledge in Web Development platform.
- Require basic knowledge in OOPS.
- Also Require basic knowledge on HTML.
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.

**SHARE POINT REQUIREMENT**
- Require basic knowledge on ASP.NET
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.

**ORACLE-DBA REQUIREMENT**
- Require basic knowledge in SQL plus.
- Require basic knowledge on Oracle net configuration.
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.

**INFORMATICA REQUIREMENT**
- Require basic knowledge and Idea in SQL/PL SQL.
- Also Require basic knowledge on Oracle Database and its Functions.
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.

**HADOOP REQUIREMENT**
- Require basic knowledge and Idea in Java and SQL.
- Also Requires basic Knowledge on JAVA Script.
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.
USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENT

- Require basic knowledge and Idea in HTML.
- Requires basic knowledge on CSS.
- Also Requires basic Knowledge on JAVA Script.
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.

MICROSOFT DYNAMICS

- Require basic knowledge and Idea in Java and SQL.
- Also Requires basic Knowledge on C#.
- Willingness to learn essential Technical skills.
- Requires Good Communication skills.

TRAINING AND PLACEMENT

- Our Instructors are highly experienced qualified professionals with good experience.
- Practical project at the end of the training.
- Professional support is provided during the time of training and while working at the client.
- Help at every stage from training, till the consultant is settled in the project.
- Our marketing staff has more exclusive experience in placing CPT/OPT students.
- We work with direct clients and Top tier-1 vendors.
- We help, train, guide and motivate the candidates through the process of marketing and placement.

Please do send your resumes with contact details at

Vamsi Krishna  Madhu
Ph: 312 473 9040  Ph: 312 473 9075
E-Mail: vamsip@tekinvaderz.com  E-Mail: madhu@tekinvaderz.com